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Abstract 

With the rise of the commercial gaming industry the phenomenon of watching others play has 

become more and more common. One platform that has made this accessible is Twitch.tv. 

This paper investigates the interaction taking place on Twitch between streamers and viewers 

from the perspective of interaction ritual theory (IR theory). Previous research on Twitch has 

investigated this interaction but none has so far done this from the perspective of IR theory. 

IR theory has been criticized by previous research as it states that interaction has to take place 

face to face in order for the ritual to be successful. This paper adds to the discussion on the 

applicability of IR theory to none-face to face interaction. The research question was; how is 

emotional energy and the feeling of group membership created in interaction on Twitch? The 

results show that emotional energy and a sense of group membership is created through the 

combined efforts of the streamer and viewers. The key points of the results are how the 

streamer as ritual leader charges symbolic objects with emotional energy to get different 

reactions from the viewers. The viewers power to create inside jokes as symbolic objects 

which define group membership and how the occurrence of raids and hype trains act as 

spikes of emotional energy.  
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1. Introduction 

In 2019 the gaming industry revenue was estimated to 150,1 billion USD (Newzoo, 2019). In 

conjunction with the technological advancements, spreading games from PC and consoles 

now to the mobile market, playing games has never been more accessible. The gaming 

market today is represented all over the world on all continents and playing games is 

something that many people have had some experience with. The stereotype of the 

ungroomed, hardcore gamer living in his mothers basement is now a stereotype smashed by 

the increased differentiation among people playing games. Some even claim that the slightly 

more nuanced categorisation of hardcore gamers and casual gamers are too simplistic to 

describe the pleathera of different characteristics among people playing games, defining as 

many as eight different types of game consumers (Newzoo, 2019). Two of these described as 

the “popcorn gamer” and “backseat viewer” are defined by their enjoyment of watching other 

people play rather than playing themselves. An example of these categories' prevalence are 

shown by the fact that e-sports have been recorded to draw more viewers than super bowl 

(Genova, 2018; Pei, 2019). The ability to watch others play has been made accessible by 

streaming websites such as Twitch.tv where people can watch and interact with the streamer 

(the person streaming) playing the game. The viewers are able to interact through text in a 

chat and the streamer by talking to the camera. 

 

The importance of interaction for humans is axomatic however the research on interaction on 

the internet has shown varied results. One study showed positive associations with the 

number of SNS friends, supportive interactions, affect, perceived social support, sense of 

community and life satisfaction in online interactions (Oh, Ozkaya & LaRose, 2014). 

However another study showed a positive correlation between face to face interaction and the 

perceived quality of life while unable to find the same correlation for online interaction (Lee, 

Leung, Lo, Xiong & Wu, 2011). Possible explanations given for this were the fact that online 

communication often lacks the more subtle forms of communication such as non-verbal 

interaction that face to face interaction possesses. These differences and obstacles concerning 

online interaction is what this paper will investigate.  
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The difficulties of face to face interaction are stated by heavyweight-names within the realm 

of sociology and social psychology such as Erving Goffman in his book The presentation of 

Self in Everyday Life (1956). Here he presents his dramaturgical perspective of interaction, 

drawing from the metaphor of the stage performance where he argues for the importance of 

presenting oneself in a supposedly desirable manner. Goffman highlights the uncertain nature 

of the interaction, never knowing what the observers truly think or expect and drawing from 

what sparse information is available to us to project ourselves (p.161). Goffman's perspective 

highlights the question of interest in regards to online interaction: Given that we don’t have 

all the information even in face to face interaction, how does successful online interaction 

take form with supposedly even fewer sources of information?  

 

The purpose of this paper was to investigate successful online interaction. The platform 

chosen was Twitch.tv. The term successful interaction was specified to encompass gestures 

that promoted further interaction. This was necessary due to the nature of any open chat 

including Twitch streams where many gestures and messages particularly in text are thrown 

out without being acknowledged. This study limited the variety of streams to ones only 

including gameplay of some kind . This was motivated to maintain continuity through the 1

material and by the fact that streams including gameplay make up the majority of streams on 

Twitch. The interaction focused on was between the viewers and the streamer playing the 

game. This restriction was chosen in contrast to interaction between streamers on the grounds 

that the interaction between viewer and streamer better captured the phenomenon. Further 

motivations for this restriction will be presented in the chapter method. The phenomenon was 

investigated from the perspective of Randall Collins interaction ritual theory (Collins, 2004) 

which also shaped the research question below: 

 

- How is emotional energy and the feeling of group membership created in interaction 

on Twitch? 

 

 

1 Not all streams on Twitch include gameplay. Some are categorised as “just chatting” meaning they only focus 
on the interaction between streamer and viewers. There also exist other categories such as the “art” category 
which contains streams related to the creation of art.  
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1.2 Disposition 

This paper will first present previous research in order to give a picture of the field where in 

this study finds itself. The theoretical framework of the interaction rituals used for the 

analysis is then presented following a chapter on the qualitative method used. The chapter on 

method will also contain a presentation of the material, how it was procured and how data 

was analyzed. Chapter five will contain the results and the analysis of the material. Finally in 

chapter six a discussion on the findings will be presented along with reflections for further 

research.  

1.3 Glossary  

Streamer: The person who live-streams themselves playing a game. 

Viewer: The person watching and interacting with the streamer. 

Game mechanics: The term game mechanics are referring to specific basic actions, processes 

and control mechanics that affect how the game is played. 

Game lore: The term lore represents the games story and underlying backstory. 

Bits: Bits are currency on Twitch purchased for real money and can be used to “cheer” on the 

streamer by donating.  

Subscription: Subscriptions are purchasable by month and allow viewers to support the 

streamer financially. By subscribing the viewer becomes a subscriber. A subscriber is 

awarded with custom emoticons used in chat and badges next to their usernames as proof of 

subscription. 

Followers: Followers are different from subscribers in the regard that the viewer does not 

need to pay in order to become a follower. A streamer may therefore have more followers 

than subscribers. By becoming a follower the viewer is able to receive notifications when the 

streamer is streaming.  

Raid: A raid on Twitch means that another active streamer transfers themselves and all of 

their viewers to the particular stream that was transcribed. 

Hype train: A hype train is triggered by multiple subscriptions being gifted by various 

viewers and brings great excitement to the stream.  
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2. Prior research 

In this part of the paper prior research on Twitch will be presented. The research has been 

categorized into three sections, research from the viewpoint of the streamer, from the 

perspective of the viewer and the use of interaction ritual theory on mediated interaction. At 

the end of this chapter a summary and discussion about the gap that this paper aims to fill is 

presented.  

2.1 The Twitch streamer 

The gameplay streamer is quite a new phenomenon and even newer is the notion of the 

“professional streamer” able to earn the majority of its income or all of it just from streaming 

alone. Prior research has endeavoured to describe and understand this new profession and the 

individuals behind it. Jonhson and Woodcock (2017) describes the common characteristics of 

the Twitch streamer in their qualitative study which consisted of 39 interviews of partnered 

streamers . The professional streamers do however make up a minority of the population on 2

Twitch making it more difficult to generalize their findings (Johnson & Woodcock, 2019). In 

their study they point out the strong work ethic, their neoliberal subjectivity of that hard work 

pays off and a general passion for streaming as common factors for these types of streamers. 

 

Others have shown more generalized characteristics for streamers like the importance of 

friendliness in order to create an interaction-conducive environment (Hamilton, Garretson & 

Kerne, 2014). Prior research has also categorized  characteristics of streamers into three 

camps (Gandolfi, 2016). The first of these categories being the challenge/professional 

streamer defined by its focus on the streamers mastery and skill in the game. The second 

category, the exhibition/hedonist streamer relies more on his/her personal abilities as an 

entertainer to draw the crowd. Third and finally is the exchange/companion streamer which 

focuses on the social dimension of the stream. The companion streamer compared to the 

other two categories focuses on the bond between streamer and viewer where the social 

interaction leads the stream. This streamer is also more open to modify their gameplay to the 

wishes of the audience. The goal for these kinds of streamers are described to be sharing 

2 Becoming a Twitch partner enables the streamer to earn revenue from subscriptions, bits and advertisements. It 
also enables the streamer to create custom chat badges and emoticons.  
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feelings, memories and emotions related to the game. Streamers also have the ability  to 

influence viewers with their own values and attitudes, creating a specific atmosphere in each 

player's stream (Hamilton et al., 2014). This atmosphere also functioned to draw in more like 

minded individuals increasing the size of the following without altering the atmosphere.  

 

There seems however to exist a threshold where the amount of viewers begins to affect the 

interaction negatively where the bigger the stream gets the more interaction decreases 

(Hamilton et al., 2014). Researchers describe this shift in interaction from more personal 

interaction between streamers and viewers to where the viewers become more of a crowd 

reflected in their collective behaviour such as cheering. From interviews with streamers this 

threshold was indicated to be around 100-150 viewers. Anything above and the effectiveness 

of communication felt lost from the streamers point of view. Some streamers who prefer 

more personal interaction have been shown to actively choose to keep their community small, 

in turn making it harder for them to earn a sustainable income from Twitch alone  (Johnson 3

& Woodcock, 2017, p.8). 

 

Prior research has also looked at the tools available to streamers in order to draw in viewers. 

In their article The Affective Labor and Performance of Live Streaming on Twitch.tv Johnson 

and Woodcock (2019) describes the affective labour employed by streamers and in doing so 

underlines four social tools. These tools include the use of humour, their ability to adapt to 

the crowds wishes and different games, their emotional engagement and their ability to act 

according to game context (Woodcock & Johnson, 2019). From the interviews used in the 

study streamers express that they are in many cases more animated on stream than in real life. 

In some cases even going as far as turning the stream into a performance where the streamer 

enters into a made up character such as a pirate. 

 

These commodities of the streamer tie into the field which highlights gender stereotyped 

behaviour and sexist behaviour towards female streamers which has been acknowledged by 

several studies (Dargonaki, 2018; Hamilton et al., 2014). Gender has been pointed out as part 

of the assets available to the streamers in order to gain a following since it is part of the 

3 Other forms of income for streamers exist and include the use of sites like youtube.com and patreon.com 
where viewers are able to donate directly to the streamer.  
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personality (Dargonaki, 2018). In her ethnographic study Dargonaki tracks the professional 

streamer identity back through the geek mentality and its symbiotic relationship with 

traditional masculine traits. Dargonaki further points out how this gamer mentality recreates 

the normative gender stereotypes where female streamers struggle to legitimize themselves as 

they embody the normative gender stereotypes not associated with their gender. This in turn 

drives female streamers away from the professional platform going as far as internalizing the 

female gendered stereotypes thrust upon them, denouncing the notion of being professional 

streamers even though they are Twitch partners and make money from the platform. 

2.2 The Twitch viewers 

The earliest research found that hints at the individual motivating factors for Twitch viewers 

to engage in the platform states a desire to learn more about specific games (Hamilton et al., 

2014). This relates to another part of the field of research which investigates the learning 

effects of different trainers online. Research shows that individuals learn at least as much if 

not more from novice trainers compared to expert trainers on the Twitch platform which 

could explain Twitch’s increase in popularity due to it’s high amount of more casual 

streamers/trainers (Payne, Keith, Schuetzler & Giboney, 2017). In this study the term trainer 

is used synonymously with the term streamer in order to specify the role which the streamers 

fill. 

 

 Later studies has in response to this shown other motivational factors such as the desire for 

social interaction and a sense of belonging (Hilvert-Bruce, Neill, Sjöblom & Hamari, 2018). 

This research did not find any link between engagement and motivational factors such as 

social support or social anxiety on Twitch which has been shown to be major motivational 

forces in other online communities . This research also points towards the fact that 

individuals motivated by social engagement often preferred smaller channels stating that their 

interaction experiences that larger channels cannot give. This links back to research 

previously presented from the perspective of the streamer hinting at the fact that quality 

interaction is better found on smaller channels. 
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Continuing on the motivational factors for streamer engagement one study investigated what 

makes people watch others play video games from the theoretical perspective of gratification. 

Sjöblolm & Hamari (2017) analysed the degree of usage of Twitch in regards to five 

categories of gratification; cognitive, affective, personal integrative, social integrative and 

tension release (Sjöblom & Hamari, 2017). Cognitive gratification relates to acquiring 

knowledge. Affective to the emotionally pleasant aspect of gratification. Personal integrative 

gratification relates to enhancing one's credibility, confidence and status. Social integrative 

gratification is associated with enhancing connections and tension release stands for 

gratification through escape as well as diversion. Using data from an online survey of their 

design they found significant positive correlation for all categories except personal 

integrative gratification which showed a moderate negative correlation. This research is in 

line with previously presented studies showing the importance of social factors in regards to 

the consumer experience on Twitch.  

 

Other research has also endeavoured to map out the interaction and co-presence in streams 

(Diwanji, Reed, Ferchaud, Seibert & Weinbrecht, 2020; Seering, Kraut & Dabbish, 2017). 

Seerin, Kraut and Dabbish found in their quantitative study of 600 channels of varying size 

strong evidence for imitative effects in interaction as well as conformity to authority such as 

chat moderators (Seering et al., 2017). This study was however limited to text only and does 

not take into consideration data from audio or video. Another study used a mixed methods 

analysis of three Twitch channels and found the most frequent behaviour in terms of 

interaction to be reactions and information production (Diwanji et al., 2020). Conflicting 

results regarding co-presence was also presented where the quantitative analysis showed low 

sense of copresence while the qualitative analysis showed high copresence leading the author 

to the conclusion that this phenomenon is highly contextual. These conflicting results may 

also have been affected by the size of the streams as all streams had over 1000 viewers which 

by research presented above alters both the streamers ability to interact effectively and the 

viewers collective behaviour. 

 

Finally research has introduced the term pivoting in order to describe the interaction on 

Twitch (Recktenwald, 2017). Pivoting is based on the notion that a game events elicits 

messages or utterances that attributes meaning to said game event. Recktenwald uses this 
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term in order to explain how game events gain meaning through the interaction. He also uses 

the term to explain the form of “roar of the crowd” (p.69) that viewers at times elicit in 

streams. He argues that these interactions could be understood as pivoting in order to 

establish meaning to connected game events. This could for example be the streamers opinion 

of dying in the game as unfair which would elicit similar reactions from the viewers. 

Together their combined reactions would define the event as unfair.  

2.3 Interaction ritual theory in mediated interaction 

Collins states in his theory that bodily co-presence is necessary in order for the ritual to be 

initiated (Collins, 2004, p.48). This statement has later been criticized by others who argue 

for the extension of the theory to non-face to face interaction (Ling, 2008; Maloney, 2013). 

However no research has been found that applies interaction ritual theory to Twitch. In the 

chapter The Mediation of Ritual Interaction via the Mobile Telephone Ling problematizes the 

need for face to face interaction by applying the theory to mobile use and texting (Ling, 2008, 

p.169). Ling describes the functions of mobile use through the perspective of a mediated 

ritual which fills the function of setting the scene before face to face interaction and relieving 

it afterwards. The use of mediated interaction is therefore argued to be an extension of face to 

face interaction as they can both use symbols created in face to face interaction to rejuvenate 

co-presence or create new ones in the mediated interaction (p.170).  

 

Maloney adds to this discussion by bringing empirical evidence to the application of 

interaction ritual theory on pro-anorexic websites (Maloney, 2013). With the use of 

qualitative textual data from 22 different websites gathered over 18 months she shows the 

existence of emotional energy in mediated interaction which is one of the products of 

interaction rituals. She points out how shared experiences, language and continual contact 

allows members to form a social network. She further points out that participation in these 

networks allow members to gain emotional energy through motivation and a sense of 

belonging. She also argues for mediated interaction as an extension of face to face interaction 

much like Ling. 
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2.4 Summary of prior research 

To summarize, previous research has been presented from the perspective of the streamer and 

viewer. Previous research on the applicability of interaction ritual theory to non-face to face 

interaction has also been presented. A threshold where the amount of viewers began to affect 

the quality of interaction negatively were expressed both from the viewpoint of the streamer 

and viewers. Three categories of streamers were defined as the professional with focus on 

skills in the game, the exhibition with focus on streamer as an entertainer and the companion 

with focus on the social dimension between streamer and viewer. Previous research also 

presented the notion of pivoting in order to describe how game events gain meaning through 

interaction. 

 

Other studies have investigated the interaction taking place on Twitch but have lacked the 

data of audio which is where the majority of the interaction of the streamer comes from. 

These studies have often had a quantitative design or a mix of quantitative and qualitative 

methods. Prior research has also critiqued and showed the extension of the theory to non-face 

to face interaction but no research has been found that applies this model to Twitch. Hence 

the gap that this paper aims to fill is to apply interaction ritual theory to the platform Twitch 

with a qualitative approach. 

3. Theory 

To answer the research question relating to group membership and emotional energy Randall 

Collins’ interaction ritual theory was chosen as a model to interpret the material with. In this 

chapter the theoretical perspective of interaction ritual chains will be presented regarding 

fundamental components for the ritual and its products such as group membership and 

emotional energy. This chapter will begin with a presentation of the basic notion of the 

situation which the theory builds on and will then continue to explain key concepts relevant 

to this paper. 

 

Collins theory of interaction ritual chains is grounded on the concept of the situation as the 

primary shaping factor of human behaviour rather than the individual outside of its context 
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(Collins 2004, p.4). This is important because according to Collins people are moved from 

one situation of interaction to the next, effectively creating a chain of interactions. These 

chains of interactions unique to every person creates the individual (p.5). It also affects the 

whole model of interaction ritual chains shown below as it always moves from situation to 

outcome. 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Collins interaction ritual chain model 

 

 In his theory he borrows and builds on concepts from others like Durkheim and Goffman. 

One such concept he borrows is that of the ritual (Collins 2004, p.15). Collins sees rituals in 

almost everything but the key contribution to his theory is that the concept of rituals are able 

to show the amount of solidarity or shared symbolism shared by the fact that rituals can 

succeed or fail in creating this solidarity. He also pulls in the more micro-oriented perspective 

of Goffman regarding rituals pointing out the pressure of conformity that rituals put on the 

individual (p.17). Relating the concept of the ritual to this paper, it will examine the stream 

on Twitch as a ritual and how they are successful.  

 

The successful interaction ritual has four possible outcomes. The first is group solidarity or 

feeling of membership. The second is emotional energy. The third is symbolic objects or 

symbols representing the group. Finally the fourth is a sense of morality in acting and 
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adhering to the group (Collins 2004, p.49). In order for an interaction ritual to be successful it 

demands a high degree of mutual focus of attention and a high degree of emotional 

entrainment. 

 

The concept of emotional energy is borrowed and built on from Durkheim's notion of 

emotional energy (Collins, 2004, p.39). Emotional energy is created within interactions and is 

the driving force which moves individuals from one interaction to the next. In his description 

of emotional energy he refers to Durkheim’s definition as a feeling of confidence, courage, 

enthusiasm, initiative for taking action and a boldness in doing so. He also adds his own twist 

to the concept by stating that the individual filled with emotional energy feels a sense of 

morality when acting from the energy provided by others and that this energy has a highly 

motivational nature, driving people to seek more of it once it has faded. Emotional energy 

can both be evenly and unevenly distributed throughout the group. The basic interaction ritual 

model portrays the flow of emotional energy as a group process (p.122). Everyone has to 

contribute in order for the ritual to be successful. In some situations the flow of emotional 

energy may however be unequal. This can be achieved through dominating the microsituation 

in a large group. Being a dominant figure in such a situation enables the individual to affect 

the flow of emotional energy.  

 

The third concept borrowed is the sacred object . The sacred objects constrains the individual 

to act in a certain symbolic laden fashion towards them. Collins points out that both Goffman 

and Durkheim assume that these sacred objects are already constituted which is where his 

own theory comes in. By merging Durkheim and Goffman’s notion of rituals and sacred 

objects he makes the claim that rituals does not only show respect for these sacred objects but 

also constitutes what a sacred object is. If the ritual is not effective the sacredness of the 

object fades (Collins 2004, p.17). From the foundation of the sacred object he builds the 

concept of the symbolic object. Symbolic objects are able to act as batteries which are 

charged by emotional energy within rituals which can then be used to access this emotional 

energy without the ritual having to take place (p.39). Collins also states that the respect 

shown towards symbolic also reflects the rituals participants group solidarity or feeling of 

membership (p.49). Identifying these symbolic/sacred objects in the Twitch stream could 
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therefore point towards answers regarding the research question on how a sense of 

membership is created on Twitch.  

 

Finally, we arrive at the controversy presented in Collins theory regarding this paper. As 

introduced previously in this chapter two fundamental components for a successful ritual are 

mutual attention of focus and emotional entrainment. Collins states that emotional 

entrainment is achieved through bodily synchronisation and/or mutual stimulation (Collins 

2004, p.42). Collins also makes the point out that for this to take place it is necessary for 

people to be at the same place. He then goes on to exemplify this by presenting several rituals 

which would not be as successful if they would be conducted on the phone like a wedding or 

a funeral. This argument is what has been questioned by researchers presented in previous 

research (Ling, 2008; Maloney, 2013) as it means that emotional energy and group 

membership would not be achievable through non-face to face interaction. This paper 

endeavours to show that emotional energy and group membership can be conducted through 

non-face to face interaction. Through the use of this theory this paper aims to fulfill the 

purpose of adding to this discussion on the extension of the theory to digital interaction. 

4. Method  

In this chapter the methodology used in this paper will be presented. First the use of 

netnography and three points of considerations regarding successful netnographic studies are 

presented. Second the material of the study is presented which includes an explanation of 

how streamers were chosen based on the size of their following and their relation to the 

different games investigated. This is followed by the method used for the analysis of the 

material which was qualitative content analysis. This segment also includes a presentation of 

the transcription process.  Last in this chapter a discussion on Bryman’s (2016) four criteria 

for trustworthy qualitative studies is undertaken as well as a discussion on ethical 

considerations regarding the material.  
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4.1 Netnography 

Netnography is the study of social and cultural phenomena on the internet (Berg, 2016, p.10). 

This paper makes use of prior interactions which the researcher has not taken part in called 

archival data. Three guidelines for successful netnographic research were taken into 

consideration in the making of this paper. The first of these criteria is stability of the 

phenomenon studied. This stability can be made up by chore members who regularly interact 

with one another. With this in consideration streamers on Twitch was chosen that had a 

regular interval of streams and a relatively large following between 10 to 800 thousand 

followers. The second criteria regarding heterogeneity underlines the desirability of variety 

among the members studied (p.79). Variation enables the researcher to investigate different 

perspectives of the phenomenon, hierarchies and groups. To this end different games with 

different characteristics were chosen in order to achieve variety. This will be further 

explained later in the chapter on material. Third and most important is that the phenomenon is 

rich in information which can be used to find correlations, deviations and to drive 

conclusions from (p.80). To this date Twitch has more than 15 million active users and 

between 2.2 to 3.2 million broadcasters from which the conclusion was made that this criteria 

was fulfilled (“Influencer Marketing Hub,” 2018). 

4.2 Material 

The material was collected between february and april in 2020 from Twitch.net. which was 

made up of  4 different streamers playing 4 games divided over approximately 8 hours of 

transcribed material. In total the transcribed material consisted of around 270 pages. The 

information provided by the material consisted of interaction between streamer and viewer 

while the streamer was playing the game. It also consisted of events in the game and in chat 

that affected the interaction. One such example of an event taking place in chat was the 

automatic acknowledgement of subscriptions through text. 4 different games were chosen in 

the endeavour to capture a broader spectrum of the streaming platform in the event that 

different categories of game would have different atmospheres of interaction as described in 

previous research (Hamilton et al., 2014).  
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The games chosen were The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt, Minecraft, Animal Crossing: New 

Horizons and Ori and the Will of the Wisps. These games will from this point be referred to 

with shortened names such as The Witcher, Animal Crossing, Minecraft and Ori and and the 

Will of the Wisps. These games were chosen because of their single-player characteristics as 

it made interaction between streamer and viewers more prominent. Streams that contained 

multiplayer games were experienced to focus the interaction between different players. These 

streams therefore strayed from the interaction between streamer and viewer which was of 

interest for this paper. Only using single player games made for continuity of interaction 

throughout the material hence making comparability between streams easier. Within the 

games that had both single and multiplayer options such as Minecraft, streams with a 

single-player focus were chosen.  

 

Different characteristics of the games were taken into consideration when choosing which 

games to include in the material. The Witcher 3 is an open world role playing game (rpg) 

meaning the player is free to explore an open world from the perspective of one character 

often following a story and completing quests along the way (The Witcher 3, 2020). The 

Witcher 3 is also rated for a more mature audience. Animal Crossing on the other hand is 

rated for everyone and is a simulation game with focus on social interaction between game 

entities where the player customizes their own island and creates a community of non-player 

characters (NPC) (Animal Crossing, 2020). Minecraft is also rated for everyone but is a 

sandbox game which makes it similar to The Witcher and its open world as the player is free 

to go wherever they want. Unlike The Witcher however, Minecraft is not story driven and 

most of the content in the game is driven by the players own creativity (Mojang, 2020). 

Finally, Ori and the Will of the Wisps is a platform-adventure game meaning it is story 

driven but it is played in a two dimensional world compared to the other games listed which 

are all played in three dimensions (Ori and the Will of the Wisps, 2020). The motivation for 

these games were based on these different characteristics as all represent different aspects of 

the gaming experience hence possibly drawing in different audiences and age groups with 

different forms of interactions.  

 

Recorded videos of the streams available on the streamers channel were chosen over live 

streams as it made it easier to transcribe the material. The videos made it possible to  pause 
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the video or go back to get the relevant information. Since the videos were in exactly the 

same format including the time synced chat this option had minor downsides. One of these 

downsides was the loss of information regarding the amount of viewers for each stream. This 

affected the selection-process of streams and is discussed below in this chapter.  

 

The streamers were chosen within these categories of games and also in consideration of the 

perceived quality of interaction. There exists a threshold where both the quality and amount 

of interaction begins to wane as the amount of viewers increases over a certain point shown 

by previous research (Hamilton et al., 2014; Hilvert-Bruce et al., 2018). This was also 

quickly experienced during the transcription-process of this paper where big streams became 

a constant flow of text in the chat box  with very little discernible interaction within it.  

 

Unfortunately due to the use of recorded videos instead of live streams the amount of viewers 

for each stream were not available to guide the process of choosing fitting streamers for the 

material. Instead streamers were therefore chosen within each game on a perceived balance 

between the amount of views on the recorded videos and an intuitive estimation of the quality 

of the interaction. The amount of views on the recorded videos ranged from around 

1000-3000. In a more practical sense this meant streams were chosen where the streamer was 

perceived to be able to have an ongoing interaction with the audience rather than having to 

pick a few statements in the sea of messages to answer. That being said, in the search of these 

streamers the tendency was to start with the most popular streamers within each game 

category based on views and work its way downward to strike a happy medium between the 

highest amount of views and quality of interaction. This was based on the hypothesis that 

more popular streamers would have earned some of their success due to a better ability to 

engage and interact with their viewers compared to others, hence making more popular 

streamers better examples of successful interaction. The streamers, their amount of followers 

as of writing this paper and the games they played is presented below in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Overview of streamers, their amount of followers and the games in the material 

Streamer Followers Game  

Teawrex 267 724 The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt 

Mithzan 12 465 Animal Crossing: New Horizons 

Giantwaffle 891 743 Minecraft 

KickthePJ 26 355 Ori and the Will of the Wisps 

 

4.3 Coding and analysis  

The material was selectively transcribed for interaction. Given the nature of Twitch there are 

many aspects of the stream as well as the chatroom that does not necessarily go under the 

category of interaction. This includes for example spam messages or time spent playing the 

game when no interaction is taking place. A selective transcription was therefore chosen in 

order to make the quantity of data more manageable as well as making the process more 

effective. This selective transcription was guided by the definition of interaction presented in 

the introduction as gestures that promoted further interaction. The advantage of this method 

was the ability to handle more material. The possible downside of this method were missing 

forms of interaction due to the transcribers bias of what qualified as interaction and what 

didn’t. This risk was however minimized by being able to pause and go back through the 

material during the transcribing process and having a clear definition of interaction.  

 

The material was transcribed as a flowing script with the messages of the viewers and the 

verbal communication from the streamer. Data regarding video from the streamer was 

sometimes added to the script when it added to or changed the meaning of the verbal 

interaction from the streamer. This way of transcribing was motivated to show the connected 

flow of interaction between the streamer and viewers. Halfway through the transcription 

process, previous research on the transcription of streams were found (Recktenwald, 2017). 

The suggested method for transcribing streams by the article divides the information into 3 

columns. One column for the interaction of the streamer, one for the events happening in the 
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game and one for the messages from the viewers. This suggestion was acknowledged but was 

not used in order to provide continuity throughout the material.  

 

The approach chosen for coding and analysing the material were the conventional content 

analysis as described by Hsieh & Shannon (2005). They present this form of analysis suited 

for describing a phenomenon as the use of preconceived categories are avoided in favor of 

letting the categories flow from the data resulting in a more inductive approach. This 

approach was found fitting in relation to the research question which was “how is emotional 

energy and the feeling of group membership created on Twitch?” with the “how” indicating 

that a descriptive represententation was in focus and therefore suited to this qualitative 

approach. This inductive approach could also be argued to be an appropriate method as no 

prior studies had been found analysing emotional energy on Twitch making the open codes 

contribute to the objectivity of the search of emotional energy instead of a more deductive 

approach. With a more deductive approach the codes are created prior to the analysis and 

then applied to the material (David & Sutton, 2016, p.274). For this research this could have 

meant a risk of applying the notion of emotional energy on a phenomenon where it does not 

exist. The qualitative approach did however make the discussion of generalization and 

significant results limited as a smaller sample is investigated compared to quantitative 

methods. 

 

Following the instructions of Hsieh & Shannon (2005) one reads through the material making 

notes of the first impressions. Through this initial analysis codes emerge which are defined 

by their applicability to more than one thought or impression. These codes are then sorted 

into categories depending on their link to one another, reducing the material into meaningful 

clusters. Depending on the material these first categories or subcategories may then be sorted 

into larger themes. A presentation of the results of this analysis is shown in the following 

chapter “Analysis and Results”. 

4.4 Ethical Considerations 

Ethical considerations was guided by Vetenskapsrådet’s (2002) ethical principles regarding 

studies of social sciences in conjunction with an article published by the Association of 
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Internet Research on ethical decisions concerning internet research (Markham & Buchanan, 

2012).Vetenskapsrådet presents four criteria; the criteria of provided information, given 

consent, the criteria of confidentiality and the criteria regarding assurance of the materials 

strict use for research purposes (Vetenskapsrådet, 2002). 

 

The first criteria deal with the importance of informing the possible participants in the study 

(Vetenskapsrådet, 2002). This ties into the second criteria of informed consent which states 

that participants have the right to decide for themselves to participate or not based on the 

information given to them. Given the nature of this study and its use of an open website on 

the internet these criteria were the most difficult to adhere to. To track the large amount of 

already partly anonymous users on the streams and get their informed consent was not a 

possibility. The difficulties of getting informed consent are also recognized as a recurring 

dilemma for internet studies in general (Markham & Buchanan, 2012).  It is stated however 

that this criteria may be reevaluated in the cases that the participants are not actively engaged 

in the study and the material is gathered from already existing sources like government 

records (Vetenskapsrådet, 2002). This was motivated as grounds for a reevaluation of the 

need for this criteria. Although this paper did not make use of government records the 

material gathered was taken from already existing sources. This in conjunction with the fact 

that the remaining criteria of confidentiality could be fulfilled was motivated to give grounds 

for the criteria of informed consent to be of less importance. Steps to inform and get consent 

from the streamers were however taken as some form of their contact information are often 

available to the public. As of now only one of the streamers have however replied giving 

their consent.  

 

The criteria of confidentiality could be argued to have already been fulfilled within the raw 

data gathered as all participants go under anonymous usernames including the streamer and 

some studies have not gone past this point of anonymizing their material (Hamilton et al., 

2014). Markhams and Buchanan’s discussion on privacy on the internet and how some may 

act in this public sphere while still maintaining the expectation of remaining private did 

however shine a new light on the importance of anonymization (Markham & Buchanan, 

2012). With this in mind and given the fact that informed consent was not provided to these 

participants the material was anonymized further replacing all usernames with indicating 
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labels such as viewer1, viewer2 and so forth. This made the endeavour of tracking any 

information provided in the material back to any individual participants much more difficult. 

It should however be acknowledged that these viewers acted in a public space and that their 

actions may therefore be considered public to some degree. The usernames of the streamers 

were kept as they are public individuals and in order to strengthen the paper's claim of 

confirmability presented in the chapter on validity and reliability.  

4.5 Validity and Reliability 

In consideration of the qualitative nature of the study instead of discussing reliability and 

validity Bryman’s four criteria of a trustworthy study were used (Bryman, 2016, p.390). 

These include credibility which parallels internal validity, transferability which parallels 

external validity, dependability which parallels reliability and confirmability which parallels 

objectivity. Credibility refers to the researcher's interpretation in relation to the participants. It 

is also associated with to how well the study stands in relation to ethical considerations. Due 

to the fact the material was taken from an already existing source, feedback on the 

interpretations made were very limited in regards to the participants' interpretations or the 

meaning that they were trying to convey. Ethical considerations have already been discussed 

in this chapter and was attended to the best of the researcher’s abilities. Gaining 

transferability paralelled to external validity are described by Bryman through focusing on 

thick descriptions rather than striving to be able to generalize it to other phenomenons 

(p.392). This links back to the qualitative focus of the study where the aim of being able to 

give these thick descriptions influenced the design of the research question as how rather than 

if emotional energy and group membership is formed on Twitch which would have been 

possible to answer with a simple yes or no. Generalizations of the findings of this paper are 

limited due to the restrictions of the material. One such restriction includes the use of streams 

that only contain gaming which does not count for all of the different streams on Twitch. 

Other restrictions include the use of only single player games which limits the generalizations 

of interactions on streams playing multiplayer games. 

  

 The dependability of a study according to Bryman is based on the extensiveness of records 

of the process ensuring replicability. As all prior drafts of the parts of this paper was kept 
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showing the decision process through the progression of this study this criteria was 

considered fulfilled. The final criteria confirmability is parallel to objectivity (Bryman, 2012, 

p.393). Even though there is no such thing as complete objectivity it should be apparent that 

the researcher has to the best of his ability acted without biases in order for the criteria to be 

considered achieved. To this end the usernames of the streamers were kept in the material as 

it made it possible for others to go back and verify the findings of this paper.  

5. Analysis and Results 

This chapter will present the analysis of the material described in the previous chapter. The 

results in relation to the research question on how emotional energy and a sense of group 

membership is created on Twitch will be presented in three parts, the streamer as the ritual 

leader, the balance of content and inclusion and the power of the viewers. Going into the 

analysis the findings in prior research provided structure as the results have been chosen to be 

presented largely in the same way that previous research was presented from the viewpoint of 

the streamer and from the perspective of the viewers.  

5.1 The streamer as the leader of the ritual 

Previous research has presented grounds for the existence of unique atmospheres within 

individual streams and the distinction of different categories of streamers (Hamilton et al., 

2014; Hilvert-Bruce et al., 2018). Although the sample of different streamers were small, 

distinct atmospheres of interaction and categories of streamers were discerned. These three 

categories were the challenge/professional, the exhibition streamer and the companion 

streamer. The challenge/professional streamer had an in depth knowledge of the game. The 

exhibition streamer focused on the presentation of the game and the streamers personal 

abilities for entertainment. Finally the two companion streamers had the most focus on the 

social dimension and used it as the driving force to progress the stream. These categories 

were used to provide structure and understanding from which the analysis was built and 

should not be taken as proof of the existence of these categories. Several streamers expressed 

traits typical of more than one category but overall one was more prevalent than the other for 

each streamer. One interesting remark was that all streamers showed some degree of the 

characteristics related to the companion streamer.  
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All of these categories experienced in the analysis themed the interactions throughout the 

streams, repeatedly putting focus on specific forms of interactions. The professional used the 

knowledge of the game to drive interaction forward. Presenting new facts which spawned 

new questions from the viewers. The exhibition streamer relied more on his own dramatic 

performance to create energetic reactions from his audience but repeatedly checked in on his 

audience to maintain interest as shown below. 

  
57:14 KickthePJ (Streamer) 
[...] I do hope you’re enjoying 
the stream so far. I for one will 
be the first to say I’m having a 
lovely time. Oh I hope I’m not 
the first person saying I’m 
having a lovely time. I hope 
someone’s enjoying this 
(laughs) 
 

57:58 Viewer115 

yes its amazing   
 

58:00 Viewer21 
I'm loving ittt 
 
58:01 Viewer62 

good vibes 
 
58:06 KickthePJ (Streamer) 
Just turns out that everybody 
hates it. They’ve just not said 
(laughs). (pretends to be the 
viewers) “Yeah we didn’t want 
to tell you Peter but everyone 
actually hates this.” Oh ok 
sorry I didn’t realize  
 
should I shut the stream off? 
(pretends to be the viewers) 
“Yeah, shut the stream off 
please.” Oh ok sorry.  
 

58:10 Viewer50 
i'm loving it 

 
58:15 Viewer101 
i am a having a lovely time 
 

58:18 Viewer78 
I'm having a lovely time!! 
 
58:20 Viewer40 
just being polite 
 

58:22 Viewer21 
yeah fuck this game- just 
kidding love it 
 
58:23 Viewer53 

This stream is amazing  

 

The example begins with the streamer checking in on the viewers to see if they are enjoying 

the stream. This elicits a positive response from several viewers ensuring that they are in fact 

enjoying the stream so far. The streamer then makes use of his dramatic performance, 

pretending to be the viewers and that they are not enjoying the content which evokes the 

engagement from even more viewers. 

 

This was as a strategy for the streamer to maintain engagement and social entrainment. By 

checking in on the viewers the streamer was able to make sure that mutual focus of attention 

was maintained. The streamer was also able to re-engage with the viewers if this was not the 

case or move the stream in a new direction. The viewers' response to reassure the streamer of 

his entertainment value was a way for emotional energy to be formed. This act provided 

positive energy and reassurance of the rituals continuing success. This act of collective 

engagement was a signifier for the existence of emotional energy in the form of excitement. It 
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was also a symbol for group membership as acting along the values of the group and the 

existence of emotional energy was reasoned to correlate with a feeling of group membership. 

This was motivated by the fact that they are both products of a successful ritual (Collins, 

2004, p.49).  

 

The differences between streamers underlined the unifying characteristic of all interactions 

on Twitch which was the streamer as the ritual leader. Throughout the material it became 

evident that the majority of interaction taking place on the streams pendulated back to the 

streamer as the starting point for interaction. From an outside perspective this seems almost 

self evident. The streamer possesses both the most numerable forms of interaction and also 

the most powerful. Being the only individual with auditory and visual forms of 

communicating it ensures that the streamers points are always of primary importance as they 

are perceived by everyone. The streamer is also the person playing the game hence the one 

generating new content for one of the main topics of interactions. 

 

Being the central point of attention provided a large amount of emotional energy to the 

streamer as the viewers mutual focus of attention and emotional entrainment was connected 

to the streamers' reactions and emotions. Through their engagement they projected emotional 

energy towards the streamer. This put the streamer in a situation of power, being able to pass 

on the emotional energy through encouragement and recognition of viewers engaging in what 

was understood as a desirable manner.  This enabled the streamer to lead and shape the 

interactions through the selective supply of emotional energy. By leading the interactions the 

streamer also shaped the ritual of the stream. This ties back to the different categories of 

streamers and could provide a possible explanation for how these categories and atmospheres 

of different streams are established. 

 

One example of this was in the stream of Animal Crossing where the discussion on time 

skipping (skipping time in the game in order to progress faster) was an ongoing discussion. In 

this discussion the streamer often recognized opinions that reflected his own which was that 

time skipping was not to be shamed.  
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30:37 Viewer64 
I time skip too 
 
30:55 Mithzan (Streamer) 
There’s nothing wrong with getting the game, 
playing it for a while and then start time skipping. 
If you want to play legitimately for the first couple 
of days by all means be my guest. The biggest 
problem I have is just how long everything takes to 
do. This is the slowest animal crossing game to 
date. And while that is necessarily not a bad thing 
because there is a lot to do during the day. A lot of 
it is just repetitive grinding which is what animal 

crossing is don’t get me wrong. But I like 
upgrading stuff. I like having a full town  
 
30:49 Viewer8 
@mithzan for the people who say you are the son 
of satan for time skipping; being the spawn of satan 
would be awesome, you wouldn’t have to pay for 
heat (which is obnoxious) 
 
31:20 Mithzan (Streamer) 
(reading)”for the people who say you are the son of 
satan for time skipping; being the spawn of satan 
would be awesome, you wouldn’t have to pay for 
heat (which is obnoxious)” 
(laughs) Great.  

 

 

The extract begins with a statement from one of the viewers continuing the discussion on 

time skipping. The viewer validates the streamers decision to time skip through their own 

reflected actions which is rewarded with emotional energy by the acknowledgement of the 

streamer. This form of selective emotional energy through recognition is shown to shape the 

interaction as the second viewer also reflects the streamers opinion time skipping by offering 

comic relief. This comic relief is connected towards the opposite opinion on time skipping as 

an improper way to play the game. This opinion is ridiculed by the viewer in his comment 

which elicits a positive response from the streamer.  

 

Another finding on the streamer as the leader of the ritual was their influence through 

pivoting. As described by previous research the term pivoting can be understood as reactions 

or utterances to game events that in turn provide meaning to said event (Recktenwald, 2017). 

The occurrence of pivoting was repeatedly noted in the material and was mostly used by the 

streamer although cases of pivoting from the viewers sometimes took place. One example of 

pivoting was in the stream of Ori and The Will of The Wisps where the streamer initially puts 

one of the game characters (Tokk) in a favorable light only to later change this remark and in 

turn eliciting a whole different reaction from the viewers shown below. 
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30:14 KickthePJ  
[...] (reads from game) (high 
pitched voice) “Squork! What 
are you now? Not a Moki, 
clearly. Not even from Niwen 
are you. I’ve visited most lands 
near and far and not seen your 
kind. Come from across the 
water, maybe? Well, whatever 
you are, I’m Tokk, a wanderer 
in these parts. The better parts, 
at least. I’m taking shelter from 
the storm, myself, but if you’re 
thinking of going further, 
you’ll have to get through that 
spirit gate over there. You’ll 
need two keystones. I happen 
to have one in my bag, and 
there’s another the cave to the 
west.” I love you Tokk. Can 
we be friends please? “But 
aquiring it is a job for someone 
more nimble than myself. 
What do you say?”.  
 
[...] 
 
30:50 Viewer106 
i want to give tokk a hug 
 
[Later in the stream…] 
 
35:25 KickthePJ  
[...] Ok nearly just jumped 
straight into the spikes there 
which is not something we 
want to happen. Hey Tokk! 
Squah! (reading from game) 
(makes the voice of Tokk) 
“Ah, you’re back! And is that a 
keystone I see? Here’s one 

more for your trouble. I am 
ever a bird of my word, hm?”. 
He’s a bird of his word. Good 
one Tokk. 
 
36:12 Viewer106 
i would die for tokk 
 
36:17 KickthePJ  
[...]  (reads from game) (makes 
the voice of Tokk) “Now I can 
continue my wanderings 
through Niwen’s lost 
wonders… before we lose any 
more. And you can carry on 
with er, whatever it is you’re 
doing. Good luck.”. I hope we 
meet again Tokk! I like your 
character design. You remind 
me of Cass. The missing key, 
you got the missing key.  
 
[...] 
 
36:50 Viewer40 
tokk i love you 
 
[Later in the stream…] 
 
1:39:37 KickthePJ  
(watching cutscene). Wait was 
that Tokk? Our best friend in 
the whole world Tokk? Wait, 
let me turn this music up a bit. 
Oh what is this big door? It’s 
like a beast or a whale or 
something. Like a mummyfied 
whale of some kind. (scary 
music) Shit just got ominous. 
Tokk looks a lot more ominous 
now. Tokk, where did you put 

the children? What was the 
voice of Tokk again? (interacts 
with Tokk) (reads from game) 
(Makes Tokk voice) “Squah! 
The gaze of the great Kwolok 
admits only the worthy.” Sorry, 
to get into the voice of Tokk I 
have to go “Squah!”. It helps, 
honestly it helps.  
 
1:40:23 Viewer37 
tokk took the kids 
 
[...] 
 
1:40:38 KickthePJ  
(reading from game) (makes 
Tokk voice) “Squah! Or so the 
legends says. Of course, this 
isn’t Kwolok. It’s just a statue, 
hnn?” Yeah what is this “hnn?” 
he’s doing? It’s not a “hm?” 
it’s a “hnn?”. (reads from 
game) (makes Tokk voice) 
“Come to think of it, it doesn’t 
have any eyes, either. How’s it 
suppose to gaze at anything? 
Some legend? Bah!”  
 
1:40:49 Viewer23 
I'm not sure if Tokk gives off 
positive vibes like before, kind 
of sketchy now 
 
[...] 
 

1:41:31 Viewer12 
I don't trust Tok 

 
 

This example shows the effect of the streamers reaction to the game on the viewers. The 

initial positive reaction to the game character Tokk elicits a positive response from the 

viewers. Contrary to the initial reaction, the negative response later in the stream also changes 

the response of the viewers reactions indicating a pivoting effect.  

 

The pivoting effect of the streamers reaction is here used as a way to charge the symbolic 

object of the character with emotional energy. Through charging the symbolic object of the 
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character with a different reaction the symbol took on a new meaning eliciting a new reaction 

from the viewers. This was also a way for the viewers to maintain emotional entrainment by 

adapting their emotions to that of the ritual leader. 

5.2 The balance of content and inclusion 

Throughout the material, two themes stood out from the rest due to their frequent occurrence 

and perceived relationship. The first of these themes were the provision of content such as the 

streamers own reflections and content provided by the game. This theme contained 

underlying categories of interaction such as technical discussions, discussions on game 

mechanics , discussion on lore  and character discussion. The second theme was the 4 5

importance of inclusion. The theme of inclusion ties back to the streamer as the leader of the 

ritual and center of attention. This theme underlined one of the perceived responsibilities of 

the streamer. In order for the ritual to be successful mutual focus of attention and emotional 

entrainment needed to be maintained which largely fell on the streamer. One of the ways this 

was achieved was through inclusion. Inclusion was divided into the two categories 

recognition and transparency.  

 

Transparency was often expressed in the form of including the viewers on the streamers 

future plans in the game. This often opened up an opportunity for viewers to express their 

own opinions and suggestions, in other words leaving room for viewers to influence the 

ritual. This was understood as a motivating factor for maintained focus of attention in order 

not to miss this opportunity. The act of recognition often meant attending to the questions of 

the viewers and highlighting donations such as subscriptions as well as the donations of bits . 6

The recognition of donations was also perceived to provide means for individual viewers to 

gain emotional energy as they were both rewarded with the streamers recognition, gratitude 

and spike of emotion.  

 

 

 

4 The term game mechanics are referring to specific basic actions, processes and control mechanics that affect 
how the game is played. 
5 The term lore represents the games story and underlying backstory.  
6 Bits are a currency on Twitch purchased for real money and can be used to “cheer” on the subscriber by 
donation.  
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32:28  
Viewer49 subscribed at Tier 1. 
 
32:35 Mithzan (Streamer) 
Hey Viewer49! Thank you so much for that tier 1 sub my dude!  
 

The example above shows the automated acknowledgement of the subscription in the chat 

followed by the the recognition and excitement of the streamer as he sees the message. 

Attending to viewer questions was a recurring phenomenon through all streams although the 

frequency of questions seemed to vary from the different types of streamers. While the 

frequency of questions from the viewers in the case of the exhibition streamer were further 

between, the questions in the companion streamer’s case with its focus on the tie between 

audience and streamer were more frequent. In the case of the companion streamer the 

questions and their answers often took the main stage in front of the gameplay, allowing for 

non-game related topics to emerge; 

 
20:37 Viewer18  
Oh that’s bad… are we getting 
a big recession then?  
 
20:50 Giantwaffle (Streamer) 
(reading) “Oh that’s bad… are 
we getting  a big recession 
then?” What do you mean? Do 
you mean the stimulus thing? 
Yes there is a recession 
coming. A 100%. I’d be very 
cautious with your future 
financial plans right now. How 
do I describe this. We have no 
seen a circuit breaker on the 
stock market in like years like 
many years. And we’ve had 
like 4 of them in the past 2 
weeks.  

 
21:05 Viewer19  
Big recession is based on how 
long the virus keeps the 
economy shut down.  
 
21:14 Viewer20  
Like bying a house right now 
lol  
 
21:20 Giantwaffle (Streamer) 
(reading) “Like bying a house 
right now lol” Luckily I think 
my job is pretty secured in this 
situation going on. I think. So I 
don’t think it’s a bad thing to 
be buying a house right now. 
That being said that’s just what 
I think I don’t know for sure.  

 
21:34 Viewer21 
What if we die?  
 
21:40 Giantwaffle (Streamer) 
(reading) “what if we die.” 
Well then that would be great. 
That fixes a lot of things 
actually. With my life plan. 
Like if we could have a meteor 
hit a planed when I turn about 
50 or so that would be really 
ideal. Cause then I don’t have 
to worry about retirement and I 
probably had the most fun in 
my life already and it’s passed 
me you know.  

  
 
However, even in the case of the companion streamer the use of content as a driving force for 

the progression of the stream was always present just as the act of recognition and attendance 

to questions was always present in other streams. From a theoretical viewpoint not playing 

the game would render the ritual of the stream unsuccessful, as would the absence of 

inclusion. The prevalence of these themes throughout the material suggested that they were 

key components to the successful ritual of a stream, hence important components for its 
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products such as emotional energy and a sense of group membership. It should however be 

noted that this finding may be limited to its generalization of gameplay-streaming as there are 

streams in the category of “just chatting” that only use the aspect of interaction without the 

presence of a game. Another category of streams that don’t use gameplay as a driving force 

for interaction is the “art” category which focuses on the creation of art. 

5.3 The power of the viewers 

Up until this point results on the streamers role in the ritual of streaming, their abilities to 

affect and influence the flow of emotional energy has been presented. If the power of the 

streamer lies in the individual with their ability to highlight and pick out certain points of 

interest, the power of the viewers lie in their collective engagement. While the streamer as an 

individual is able to lead and influence their viewers in the ritual through selective 

recognition and pivoting, the viewer's ability to influence the viewer and the ritual lies in 

collective action. This was best shown in the case of forming inside jokes. While the streamer 

provides content through their gameplay and reactions, the power to decide what became 

symbolic objects in the form of inside jokes laid in the hands of the viewers as some gestures 

from the streamer clearly got more recognition than others. This was best shown in the 

example of the streamer KickthePJ where the forming of a new inside joke of being sticky 

could be followed throughout the stream.  

 
54:47 KickthePJ (Streamer) 
What is this? (reading from 
game) “Sticky. You’ve gained 
a new spirit shard. Ori sticks to 
walls!” (laughs). (makes moki 
voice) I’m sticky. Also I didn’t 
know I said that out loud. What 
does that mean? I’m just 
sticky? Yeah alright why now? 
Oh and I just have to press. 
Dude, I like this.  
 

54:57 Viewer21 
ori is Spider-Man 
 

55:00 Viewer115 

haha  
 

55:00 Viewer45 

stnky 
 
[...] 
 

55:07 Viewer48 
sticky 
 
Later in the stream… 
 

1:19:38 Viewer2 
you're reckless 
 
[...] 
 
1:19:58 KickthePJ  
[...] (reading) “You’re 
reckless?” I am Viewer2. I am 
reckless. Kick_the_reckless_PJ 
was gonna be my username but 
I was like “that’s silly”. [...] 

 

1:20:16 Viewer11 
and you're sticky 
 

1:20:24 Viewer2 
sticky AND reckless 
 

1:20:28 Viewer11 
kickthestickyandrecklesspj 
 
[...] 
 
 

1:20:34 Viewer2 
what a combo 
 

1:20:34 Viewer4 
stickythepeej 
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This example shows how the streamer provides content through playing the game. The 

streamer reacts to gaining a new ability called “sticky” which allows the player to stick to 

walls. This ability is acknowledged by the viewers who comically elaborate on the content 

provided in conjunction with later abilities gained in the game. This results in the creation of 

inside jokes such as nicknames which to an outsider without the right context would make 

little sense. 

 

From a theoretical viewpoint the function of these inside jokes could be understood as the 

function of symbolic objects. As stated by Collins symbolic objects can serve the function of 

batteries for emotional energy, being able be charged by the group and then later accessed 

without having to go through the whole ritual (Collins, 2004, p.39). This function was seen in 

already existing inside jokes such as the use of the term “bozo” which had its own emoji 

taking on the term symbolic object almost in a literal sense 

 
52:56 KickthePJ  
What are you? Luckily I have 
the power of a fucking light 
sword. A galaxy sword at my 
disposal so that helps. Oh but 
now there’s 2 enemies. 2 on 
one huh? I see you like to gang 
up on people do you? You 
bozo. Sliced and diced. So 
down we go I suppose. Follow 
the path. To the promised land.  
 

53:20 Viewer78 

 

 

53:21 Viewer45 

 
 

53:25 Viewer21 
 
 

 
 

53:26 Viewer85 

  

 

53:27 Viewer103 

 
 

53:31 Viewer6 

  
 
 

 
Here the streamers use of the word bozo elicited emotional energy in the form of excited 

engagement from the viewers. The fact that it had no previous build up than the utterance of 

the word yet evoked such an excited response pointed towards the fact that it was a symbolic 

object. As a symbolic object the term would have been able to be charged with emotional 

energy in previous interactions, allowing the emotional energy to be released without having 

to go through the whole ritual of charging the symbolic object again.  

 

The use of inside jokes also served a function of defining the group and group membership. 

Viewers who were not aware of the symbolic object were unable to access the flow of 
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emotional energy hence setting them apart from the rest of the group. This was shown in the 

case of the Animal Crossing stream with Mithzan where one of the game characters Wart Jr. 

was depicted as being evil despite the fact that all characters within the game are exclusively 

friendly. This had been established in previous streams and as such viewers without this 

knowledge were unable to pick up on the joke.  

 

18:41 Viewer51 
Why do you like Wart Jr. so much??? 
 
19:00 Mithzan (Streamer) 
You gotta watch the game cube series. He just kinda became a favorite.  
 

The viewers inability to understand the context of the character created through the inside 

joke defined the viewer as being outside the group leading to exclusion. This is shown by the 

fact that the streamer does not explain the context of the joke. Instead the streamer references 

the viewer to previous material in order to become a part of the group who understands the 

joke. 

 

Another example of the viewers collective influence was shown in the stream of Teawrex. 

This part of the streamed involved a card game within The Witcher 3 which the streamer 

showed little interest in. The viewers on the other hand showed great passion for the card 

game making repeated suggestions which spanned from technical motivations to threats of 

unsubscriptions.  

 

44:10 Teawrex (Streamer) 
Buy gwent cards (reading). I 
feel bad for saying this but I 
don’t really like gwent. Maybe 
this time around I will fall in 
love with it but you know.  
 
44:17 Viewer9 
NO. 
 
44:20 Viewer13 
D: D: D:  
 
44:22 Viewer9  
(Crying emoticon) 
 
44:22 Viewer22  
I don’t like gwent either... 
 

44:22 Viewer9  
I feel betrayed. 
 
44:37 Viewer13 
SACRILEGE 
 
44:37 Viewer11 
Gwent is super fun I hated it at 
first no I loove it.  
 
44:37 Viewer52 
Me neither 
 
44:37 Viewer53 
At least get the cards so you 
can build a decent deck. May 
help make it more fun.  
 
44:37 Viewer54 

Can I sub just to unsub for that 
blasphemy lol 
 
44:37 Viewer55  
Me neither I don’t like gwent 
either 
 
44:37 Viewer56 
Tea doesn’t like Gwent? 
Unsubscroobled 
 
44:48 Viewer57 
Gwent kinda dies tbh. Imo xD 
 
44:48 Viewer58 
Fun quests later in the game 
with gwent 
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Eventually the streamer bent to the will of the crowd playing the game which was interpreted 

as the streamer complying to the will of the crowd in order to make the ritual successful. It 

may be speculated that ignoring the opinions of the viewers in this case may have led to the 

loss of mutual focus of attention and emotional entrainment. This ties back to previous results 

with the balance of content and inclusion where this component of complying to the viewers 

may be viewed as another important component of a successful stream. Previous results have 

presented the streamers influence as the leader of the ritual but this example shows the 

viewers collective influence on the ritual.  

 

Lastly is the occurrence of the hype train and raids. A raid on Twitch means that another 

active streamer transfers themselves and all of their viewers to the particular stream that was 

transcribed. This meant a periodical increase in both the numbers of viewers by a large 

degree and also the excitement as shown below. 

1:38:00 
381 raiders from GabSmolders 
have joined! 
 
1:38:06 KickthePJ (Streamer) 
GabSmolders Oh my god thank 
you so much! Thanks for the 
raid GabSmolders 
 
1:38:03 Viewer70 
RAID 
 

1:38:04 Viewer5 
omfg 
 
 

1:38:04 Viewer71 
hello hello 
 

1:38:05 Viewer11 
RAAAAID 
 

1:38:06 Viewer5 
oh god 
 
1:38:06 Viewer72 
hi 
 
1:38:06 Viewer58 
HI GABS 
 

1:38:08 Viewer73 
Gab raid 
 
1:38:09 Viewer74 
hello there 
 

1:38:09 Viewer4 
oh 
 

1:38:09 Viewer12 
RAAAID 
 

1:38:09 Viewer46 
RAID 
 

 
Here the automated acknowledgement of the beginning raid in the chat is presented following 

the excited reactions of the streamer and the viewers. This seemed to serve the function of a 

great spike in emotional energy given the excitement and engagement of a large number of 

viewers.  

 

The second and probably greatest surge of emotional energy was the occurrence of a hype 

train. The hype train was the greatest source of excitement throughout the material and was 

triggered by a large amount of gifted subscriptions from various viewers. Even though this 
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phenomena only occurred once the fact that it had its own term and had such a large impact 

on the ritual indicated that it was an important recurring event.  

 
1:24:44 
Viewer56 gifted a Tier 1 sub to 
Viewer64! 
 
1:24:44 
Viewer56 gifted a Tier 1 sub to 
Viewer65! 
 
1:24:44 
Viewer56 gifted a Tier 1 sub to 
Viewer66! 
 
1:24:44 
Viewer56 gifted a Tier 1 sub to 
Viewer67! 
 
1:24:44 
Viewer56 gifted a Tier 1 sub to 
Viewer68! 
 
1:24:55 Mithzan  
OH WOW we got a hype train! 
Thank you so much for the 5 
gifted subs! Thank you! I 
really appreciate that guys! 
Super kind of you dude. Thank 

you so much for your 
generosity. We’re already on a 
level 3 hype train holy (bleep). 
Wow! (laughs) Thank you! 
Viewer17 as I was saying I 
don’t think it’s 30% anymore. 
Unless it’s 30% to get the bells 
you put in because every 
money tree that I have planted 
has had money in it. I’ve had a 
100% chance rate of getting 
money.  
 

1:24:58 Viewer38 
we getting that sub goal today 
 

1:24:59 Viewer37 
WOAH 
 

1:25:00 Viewer23 
Woah!!! 
 

1:25:01 Viewer43 
pog 
 

1:25:01 Viewer69 
Hype 
 

1:25:03 Viewer8 

    

 
 

1:25:03 Viewer70 

    

    

    
 

1:25:04 Viewer58 

    

  
 
 

 
Just like in the example of the hype train, this segment begins with the automated 

acknowledgement in the chat of several gifted subscriptions which leads to the excited 

reactions of both the streamer and the viewers. This was then followed by subsequent 

donations of bits and subscriptions from other viewers which made up the hype train. The 

hype train lasted for about 10 minutes spanned over 20 pages of material consisting of the 

streamers acknowledgements of everyone who donated and the excited reactions of the 

viewers. This phenomenon was one of the greatest demonstrations of the viewers collective 

power to influence the success of the ritual as the viewers combined actions of donations 

elicited such a substantial surge of emotional energy through collective excitement.  
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6. Discussion 

This chapter will present a discussion on the findings of the analysis and a summary of the 

paper.  This chapter will also include a discussion on the use of theory, method and 

suggestions for further research.  

 

Tying back to the research question of how emotional energy and a sense of group 

membership is created on Twitch the results show that they are created through the combined 

efforts of streamer and viewer. The streamer by charging symbolic objects with emotional 

energy through pivoting. The viewers by the creations of hype trains and forming of inside 

jokes being the most powerful examples of emotional energy. The viewers power to establish 

inside jokes also functioned as a way to define and create a sense of group membership.  

 

The purpose of this paper was to investigate successful online interaction on Twitch and add 

to the current discussion on the applicability of Randal Collins interaction ritual chain theory 

to non face to face interaction.  One of the aims of the analysis has been to show the diversity 

of streamers and their strategies employed to maintain emotional entrainment and mutual 

focus of attention such as the use of checking in on the viewers. The primary objective of the 

analysis has however been to establish common traits throughout the material.  

 

To this end the results have presented the notion of the streamer as the leader of the ritual and 

their use of pivoting to charge symbolic objects with emotional energy. The results have also 

presented the importance of content and inclusion from the perspective of the streamer in 

order to render the ritual successful. Finally the collective influence of the viewers have been 

presented with three key points:  

 

● The viewers power to form symbolic objects such as inside jokes and their function 

for establishing group membership.  

● The viewers capacity to influence the content of the ritual and the need for the 

streamer to comply with the wishes of the viewers in order for the ritual to succeed. 
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Together with the use of content and inclusion this was perceived as one of three key 

elements for a successful gameplay stream.  

● The occurrence of raids and hype trains as momentary spikes of emotional energy.  

6.1 Previous research 

Information provided by previous research helped to provide understanding of Twitch as an 

online platform prior to the analysis. During the analysis the use of previous research 

supplied structure on which to build the presentation of the analysis from. One way this was 

used was taking advantage of the structure already distinguished in the chapter on previous 

research. This resulted in a structure from the perspective of the streamer and the viewers to 

guide the presentation of the analysis.  

 

Previous research also provided  guidelines and ways to understand the material such as the 

three categories of streamers being the professional/challenge, exhibition and companion 

streamer along with the term pivoting for analysing the streamers influence on the viewers. 

Although one category was more prevalent for each streamer, all streamers exhibited 

characteristics of several categories. The characteristics of the companion streamer with focus 

on the social dimension was for example found in all streamers to varying degrees. 

 This paper has shown the importance and effects of the social aspect of the stream. These 

findings could be used to argue that the characteristics of the companion streamer envelops 

all streamers and is therefore not a category. Finally, no previous research on Twitch from the 

perspective of interaction ritual chain theory was found providing a possible gap in 

knowledge which this paper has aimed to fill.  

6.2 Methodology 

The method chosen was motivated in the chapter of methodology on the grounds of being the 

most effective and objective for the investigation of successful interaction on Twitch.  The 

effectiveness of selective transcription was assumed and chosen in favor of transcribing all 

the material. The method of transcribing by creating a flowing script with the interaction 

between streamer and viewer was chosen on the basis of continuity in favor of starting to use 

the transcribing method suggested by previous research by dividing the material into three 
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categories halfway through the process (Recktenwald, 2017). These categories would have 

been first the streamer, the second being the game content and thirdly the chat. The strive for 

objectivity was motivated to be aided by choosing already recorded videos on Twitch in favor 

of live streams and the use of an operationalisation of interaction through the selective 

transcription. In hindsight the process of going back and forth through the videos selecting 

parts which was experienced as interaction was perceived to be only marginally faster than 

transcribing all the material through the process suggested in previous research. Choosing 

this second approach  may have resulted in even more accurate material for the analysis as 

the act of discarding parts of the video could have been done without having to record it at 

the same time. This was however not experienced to take away from the findings of this 

paper to the degree that it rendered them ineffectual. 

6.3 Theory 

From a theoretical perspective the findings of this paper goes against the claim that bodily 

synchronisation through being near other people is necessary in order to render the ritual 

successful Collins, 2004, p.42). This is demonstrated by the fact that the outcomes of 

emotional energy and a sense of group membership has been shown to exist on Twitch. These 

outcomes are indicators of a successful ritual as stated by Collins (p.49) and the fact that they 

are shown to exist through non-face to face interaction is in line with the findings presented 

by previous research (Ling, 2008; Maloney, 2013). The findings of this paper offer grounds 

for further questioning about the necessity of´ bodily syncornisation for successful interaction 

rituals.  

 

From a theoretical perspective, the use of interaction ritual chain theory for the analysis of the 

material was given as the research question was influenced by the theory. Therefore the use 

of any other theory would have rendered the analysis ineffective. From a phenomenological 

perspective there could however have been a point to add theoretical perspectives in order to 

portray a more extensive representation and understanding of the Twitch stream. One such 

theoretical framework may have been Goffman's dramaturgical perspective which could have 

been used in order to better understand the performance of the streamer (Goffman, 1956).  
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Continuing the discussion on theoretical implications for the results is a note on the 

generalizations of the findings. In relation to the theory used to analyse the material it may be 

added that the experience of emotional energy and feeling of group membership is an internal 

experience. The researcher has to the best of their abilities interpreted expressessions in order 

to deficer these experiences guided by examples provided by litteratur on the theory. Some 

wariness is however appropriate regarding generalizations of how emotional energy and a 

sense group membership are created on Twitch as there may have been instances where these 

effects were experienced but not expressed.  

 

6.4 Further research 

Relating to the gap of not expressed effects of a successful ritual on Twitch further research 

may have use of a mixed methods approach. One example could be the use of interviews and 

netnography in order to capture both expressed and internal moments of emotional energy as 

well as a sense of group membership to a greater degree. Further research may also have use 

of longitudinal studies of a few streamers in order to better capture the chains of interaction 

rituals. To this end the forming of inside jokes may be of specific interest as markers of group 

membership and elicitors of emotional energy.  

 

Further research may also investigate if and how interaction differs between streamers of 

different genders as all of the streamers used in this study has been male. Previous research 

has pointed towards the difficulties that female streamers face (Dargonaki, 2018). Further 

studies on how this affects interaction between female streamers and viewers compared to 

male streamers may therefore be of interest. Such studies could also bring greater 

understanding towards explaining the male dominance of streamers on the platform.  
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